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Abstract

1. Introduction
Injuries on different body parts including face, head,
limbs, and neck are common in road accidents, violence,
and natural calamities. Among these, face is one of the
most affected regions of the human body. As per the report of World Health Organization (WHO) [1], every year,
1.25 million people are killed and 50 million are injured in
road accidents worldwide. According to Jordan and Calhoun [12], 50% to 70% of people surviving traffic accidents
have facial injuries. In the majority of such cases, facial regions are partially or completely affected, and identification
of victims in such scenarios becomes difficult. The problem
becomes more challenging if the victim is in an unconscious
state without any identity proofs. Apart from this, many
times, natural calamities and violence result in unidentified
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Deaths and injuries are common in road accidents, violence, and natural disaster. In such cases, one of the main
tasks of responders is to retrieve the identity of the victims
to reunite families and ensure proper identification of deceased/ injured individuals. Apart from this, identification
of unidentified dead bodies due to violence and accidents
is crucial for the police investigation. In the absence of
identification cards, current practices for this task include
DNA profiling and dental profiling. Face is one of the most
commonly used and widely accepted biometric modalities
for recognition. However, face recognition is challenging
in the presence of facial injuries such as swelling, bruises,
blood clots, laceration, and avulsion which affect the features used in recognition. In this paper, for the first time,
we address the problem of injured face recognition and propose a novel Subclass Contrastive Loss (SCL) for this task.
A novel database, termed as Injured Face (IF) database,
is also created to instigate research in this direction. Experimental analysis shows that the proposed loss function
surpasses existing algorithm for injured face recognition.
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Figure 1. Illustrating the impact of injured faces on existing face
recognition models. (a) Sample images showing the change in
appearance due to injuries (images are taken from Internet). (b)
Performance of existing face recognition models for identifying
injured faces at rank-1 (experimental details are available in Section 5.1).

dead bodies with facial injuries. Image of unidentified bodies with facial injuries, generally, are not accepted by print
or electronic media for publication as they may cause anxiety and discomfort to the viewers [5]. In such situations,
retrieving the identity of the deceased person becomes an
arduous task.
Forensic experts and odontologists use a variety of techniques to ascertain the identity of injured victims and
unidentified dead bodies such as DNA profiling and dental
profiling [8, 17, 20]. However, these techniques are generally time-consuming, costly, and challenging to scale-up.
In contrast, it is easy to obtain the face images from the
victim, which can be matched with the reference images in
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Figure 2. Illustrating the steps involved in the proposed approach. During training, when the genuine set is given as an input to the shared
model (with weights φW ), intra-class loss is minimized to reduce the intra-class distance. On the other hand, when imposter set is given as
input, inter-class loss is maximized to increase the inter-class separability.

large (national level) databases. With this motivation, we
propose to use automated face recognition for retrieving the
identity of unidentified victims and present a solution for
injured face recognition. Figure 1(a) shows sample images
with injured faces. During injuries, facial features are affected due to swelling, bruises, mutilation, and laceration
which in turn changes the facial structure. As shown in Figure 1(b), existing face recognition models trained on noninjured/normal faces do not perform well for injured face
recognition. For matching injured faces with non-injured
faces, a novel loss function, termed as Subclass Contrastive
Loss (SCL), is proposed. The proposed loss function minimizes the distance between non-injured and injured subclasses of the same subject while maximizes the distance
from other subjects. Additionally, a first of its kind Injured
Face (IF) database is created to evaluate the performance of
the proposed loss function. Experiments on the IF database
and comparison with existing algorithms showcase the efficacy of the proposed SCL.

2. Related Work
In the literature, facial injuries have been studied for various purposes such as identification of dead bodies, dis-

tinguishing injuries of domestic violence from accidents,
and for studying the psychological effect of facial trauma.
Facial features are heavily affected during injuries. This
makes the identification of the victim a difficult task. Different techniques such as face reconstruction or sketch of
the victim drawn by sketch artists are used to recover the
identities of the victims. Singh et al. [19] evaluated the
incidence of maxillofacial injury and concluded that road
traffic accidents are the major cause of facial injury. It is
found that facial injury is more frequent in male as compared to female. Black et al. [4] studied sports injuries and
found that more than 41% of sports injuries require medical
treatment. They found that in high-risk sports, eye protection, mouth guards, helmets, and face guard plays a key role
in reducing facial injuries. However, these safety measures
are not followed in most of the high-risk sports. Canzi et
al. [6] proposed a measuring scale of the facial trauma that
summarizes the surgical duration and care required for the
treatment. This score can be used in trauma center decision
making.
Iris recognition and dental profiling are some of the techniques for identifying dead bodies. In 2016, Trokielewiez et
al. [20] performed postmortem iris recognition. They eval-

uated four independent iris recognition methods and found
that the irises are correctly recognizable with more than 90
percent accuracy after a few hours of death. Further, Trokielewiez et al. [21] extended their work and collected a
database of 1200 near-infrared and 1787 visible light samples of 37 deceased persons. They have shown that iris
recognition performs well upto 5-7 hours of death. Nassar
et al. [15] proposed an automated method for postmortem
identification by constructing dental charts. Abaza et al. [2]
proposed a method for the task of efficient retrieval of dental records from a database to assist the forensic experts in
identifying deceased individuals in a rapid manner.
Recently, Coulibaly et al. [9] provided a ten-year survey
related to interpersonal violence (IPV). It is observed that
IPV related facial injuries occur mostly in young and male
adults involved in brawls. In 2018, Majumdar et al. [13]
proposed a framework to distinguish injuries of domestic violence from others. They fine-tuned VGG-Face [16] model
for classification and have shown that the features extracted
from the injured regions are useful in classifying victims of
domestic violence from others.

3. Injured Face Recognition using Subclass
Contrastive Loss
Existing deep face recognition models are trained on
non-injured or normal faces. However, the feature distribution of regular faces would be different from injured
faces. Therefore, existing models, generally, do not perform well for the task of recognition of injured faces (as
shown in Figure 1). In order to address the problem of injured face recognition, a loss function, termed as Subclass
Contrastive Loss (SCL), is proposed which minimizes the
distance between subclasses of the same subject and maximizes the distance from subclasses of others. In the majority of the cases, such as, unidentified bodies with facial injuries, injured faces are required to be matched with existing
databases of non-injured images for retrieving the identity.
Considering these scenarios, in this research, we are assuming injured faces as probe images and non-injured faces as
the enrolled gallery. The problem of recognizing injured
face images can be formally defined as “given a dataset X
of non-injured and injured face images of each subject, train
a model φW such that the embeddings of non-injured and
injured images of the same subject are close to each other
while the embeddings of different subjects are apart in the
embedding space”. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of
the proposed approach.
Let Xi represents the subject i of dataset X. The set of
non-injured images belong to subclass XN
i and the set of
injured images belong to subclass XIi . Mathematically, it is
represented as:
I
Xi = {XN
i , Xi }

(1)

Let φW be a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with
weights W which outputs the feature representation of the
input. The convolutional network φW is trained in the
verification mode. For this purpose, two sets are created,
namely genuine and imposter. The genuine set consists of
two pairs of samples of the same subject. The first pair is
created by taking a sample from the non-injured subclass
and another sample from the injured subclass while the second pair is created by taking two different samples from
the injured subclass. On the other hand, the imposter set
consists of two pairs of samples of different subjects. The
first pair contains samples from the non-injured and injured
subclass while the second pair contains samples from the
injured subclass. Mathematically, a genuine set and an imposter set are represented as:
I
I
I
G = [{xN
i,p , xi,q }, {xi,q , xi,r }]

(2)

I
I
I
M = [{xN
i,p , xj,q }, {xj,q , xi,r }]

(3)

th
where, xN
sample of subclass XN
i,p is the p
i of subject i,
I
I
th
xi,q and xi,r are q and rth samples of subclass XIi of subject i, and xIj,q is the q th sample of subclass XIj of subject

j.
The aim is to minimize the intra-class distance between the
embeddings of two subclasses of the same subject and to
maximize the inter-class distance from others. In order to
achieve this, the network is trained by minimizing the following Subclass Contrastive Loss (SCL) function:
X
minimize
LG,M
(4)
G,M

where, LG,M represents the loss for a genuine and imposter
set. It is mathematically represented as:
LG,M = (1 − Y )Lintra
+ Y Linter
G
M

(5)

where, Y is a binary label with Y = 0 for the genuine set
and Y = 1 for the imposter set. Lintra
and Linter
represent
G
M
the intra-class loss and inter-class loss, which is a distance
function of genuine set and imposter set, respectively. For
injured face recognition, there are two confounding factors
while minimizing the intra-class distance and maximizing
the inter-class distance: (i) variations due to the injured and
non-injured images and (ii) variations among the injured
images (i.e., different types of facial injuries). In order to
address the first confounding factor, the distance between
the injured and non-injured images of the same subject is
reduced, and it is increased for different subjects. Similarly,
the second factor is addressed by reducing the distance between the injured images of the same subject and by increasing the distance from others. For any genuine set, loss
Lintra
is computed as:
G
I
Lintra
= D(φW (xN
G
i,p ), φW (xi,q ))

+ D(φW (xIi,q ), φW (xIi,r )) (6)
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Table 1. Number of images with injuries in different facial regions.

Injured

Region
Forehead
Left Eye
Right Eye
Left Cheek

Figure 3. Sample images from the Injured Face (IF) database. The
first row shows the non-injured images and the second row shows
the corresponding injured images.

For an imposter set, loss Linter
is computed as:
M

+ max(0, α2 −

Region
Right Cheek
Nose
Mouth
Multiple

Images
159
126
133
283

Table 2. Details of the experiments performed for Injured Face
Recognition (IFR).
Experiment
Model
Database
VGG-Face, OpenFace,
Pre-trained Models
IF
VGGFace2, LCNN-9
Proposed SCL
LCNN-9
IF
Extended Gallery
LCNN-9
IF, SCface

4.1. Creation of Injured Face Database

I
Linter
= max(0, α1 − D(φW (xN
M
i,p ), φW (xj,q ))

D(φW (xIj,q ), φW (xIi,r ))

Images
140
151
124
150

(7)

where, D(·) is any distance metric. α1 and α2 are the margins with value greater than 0. α1 controls the separation
among the non-injured and injured images of different subjects while α2 controls the separation among the injured
images of different subjects. In this research, squared Euclidean distance is used as D(·) and Equations 6 and 7 are
updated as:
I
2
Lintra
= kφW (xN
G
i,p ) − φW (xi,q )k2 +

kφW (xIi,q ) − φW (xIi,r )k22 ) (8)
I
2
Linter
= max(0, α1 − kφW (xN
M
i,p ) − φW (xj,q )k2 )

+ max(0, α2 − kφW (xIj,q ) − φW (xIi,r )k22 ) (9)
where, k.k22 is the squared Euclidean distance.
Face Recognition: For recognition of faces during testing,
features corresponding to the non-injured gallery images
and injured probe images are extracted using the trained
model φW . Extracted features of the probe images are
matched with the gallery images using Euclidean distance
for identification.

Injured Face (IF) database is created by collecting injured and non-injured/normal face images of different subjects from the Internet. Generally, non-injured/normal face
images are used for enrollment. To recognize a subject with
facial injuries, face recognition algorithms are required to
match the injured face image with the enrolled non-injured
images. Therefore, two types of images per subject are
collected to create the database: i) faces with real injuries
and ii) normal or non-injured face images. The database
includes injured face images from sports, accidents, and
violence cases. The database contains a total of 898 images corresponding to 100 subjects with 346 injured and
552 non-injured face images. Figure 3 shows some sample
images of the IF database.

4.2. Annotation of Injured Facial Regions
During facial injuries, different regions of a face are affected. To study the injuries present in different facial regions, injured faces of the IF database are annotated. For
this purpose, seven different injured regions of the face are
annotated. The regions correspond to forehead, left eye,
right eye, left cheek, right cheek, nose, and mouth. Different images of each subject have injuries in one or multiple
regions of the face. Table 1 summarizes the number of images with injuries in different facial regions.

5. Experiments and Results
4. Injured Face Database
To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available database for injured face recognition. Therefore, we
have prepared the Injured Face (IF) database by collecting
images from online resources. As part of research contributions, the database URLs (i.e., to these images) will be
released to the research community. The details of the creation of the IF database and annotation of injured regions
are discussed below:

To evaluate the performance of existing deep face recognition models and the proposed algorithm with Subclass
Contrastive Loss (SCL) on the IF database, multiple experiments are performed. The first experiment is performed
for evaluating the performance of four existing pre-trained
face recognition models namely, VGG-Face [16], OpenFace [3], VGGFace2 [7], and LightCNN [22] on the IF
database. The second experiment is performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm with SCL

Table 3. Mean classification accuracy (%) with standard deviation
of existing pre-trained models on the IF database.
Rank 1
Rank 5
Rank 10
VGG-Face
7.97 ± 3.9
26.32 ± 6.0 43.70 ± 6.6
OpenFace
7.42 ± 2.1
30.01 ± 2.6 48.93 ± 5.5
VGGFace2
4.34 ± 0.9
19.46 ± 2.7 40.11 ± 5.2
LCNN-9
25.43 ± 6.9 58.67 ± 6.0 76.65 ± 7.2
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Table 4. Identification accuracy (%) on the IF database using CL,
TL, and SCL.
Rank 1
Rank 5
Rank 10
CL
28.67 ± 9.2
61.72 ± 6.5 80.82 ± 8.0
TL
30.26 ± 10.6 65.50 ± 9.9 82.15 ± 5.4
SCL
36.70 ± 3.7
65.91 ± 6.0 82.41 ± 6.5
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on the IF database and compared with Contrastive Loss
(CL) [11] and Triplet Loss (TL) [18]. Further, an extended
gallery experiment is performed to evaluate the robustness
of the proposed algorithm by adding images from the SCface database [10] to the gallery of the testing set of the IF
database. Table 2 presents the details of the experiments.
Protocol to perform the experiments and implementation
details are discussed below:
Protocol: Experiments are performed by dividing the IF
database into training and testing sets with non-overlapping
70% subjects in the training set and 30% subjects in the
testing set. Five times repeated random sub-sampling is
performed for training and testing partitioning. Further, the
training and testing sets are divided into gallery and probe,
where the gallery contains non-injured/normal images and
the probe contains injured images of each subject. Gallery
and probe of the training set contain multiple images per
subject. In the testing set, the gallery contains a single image per subject while probe contains multiple images per
subject. In order to compare the proposed loss function with
siamese network trained with Contrastive Loss (CL), pairs
are generated using non-injured and injured face images.
Implementation Details: The proposed algorithm is implemented in Pytorch. All the experiments are performed
on NVIDIA Tesla P100 server with 96GB RAM and 16GB
GPU memory. LightCNN-9 network is used as the base network for the proposed algorithm. Initial two layers of the
network are frozen, and the rest of the layers are trained by
minimizing the proposed Subclass Contrastive Loss (SCL).
Adam optimizer is used with a learning rate of 0.000003.
The network is trained for 30 epochs with a batch size
of 50. During the experiments, α1 and α2 are set to 2
and 3.1 respectively. LightCNN-9 network with same experimental settings and a margin of 2 is used to train the
siamese network with Contrastive Loss (CL) for comparison. LightCNN-9 is also used as the base network for triplet
training and the margin is set to 0.4 during the experiments.
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Figure 4. CMC curves of the four pre-trained deep face recognition
models.
Table 5. Comparison of mean inter-class distance of gallery image of each subject with probe images of other subjects using pretrained LCNN-9, CL, TL, and SCL in the testing set.
LCNN-9
CL
TL
SCL
0.81
0.86 0.84 0.91

5.1. Injured Face Recognition using Pre-trained
Models
In order to evaluate the performance of pre-trained models on the IF database, four existing pre-trained deep face
recognition models, namely, VGG-Face, OpenFace, VGGFace2, and LightCNN-9 are used. Features are extracted
using the pre-trained models from the gallery and probe of
the testing set. Extracted features are used to match the
probe images with the gallery images using Euclidean distance. Table 3 shows the mean classification accuracy with
standard deviation of five times random subsampling based
cross-validation at rank 1, rank 5, and rank 10. Figure 4
shows the Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curve.
It is observed that existing face recognition models do not
perform well for the task of injured face image recognition.
Among the pre-trained models, LightCNN-9 performs best
with an average classification accuracy of 25.43% at rank 1.

5.2. Injured Face Recognition using Subclass Contrastive Loss
This experiment is performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm with SCL, and the results
are compared with CL (Contrastive Loss) and TL (Triplet
Loss). Among the baseline models, LightCNN-9 performs
the best. Therefore, it is used as the base network to train
the proposed SCL, CL, and TL. Table 4 shows the mean
classification accuracy with standard deviation at rank 1, 5,

Pre-trained LCNN-9

Probability Distribution

Proposed SCL

Score

Figure 5. Samples misclassified by CL but are correctly classified
by SCL.

and 10 obtained from these algorithms. It is observed that
SCL outperforms both CL and TL. For instance, SCL yields
8.03% and 6.44% higher rank-1 accuracies than CL and TL,
respectively. The low performance of CL and TL indicates
the limitation of existing networks in handling large intraclass variations among the injured faces of the same subject and small inter-class distance among different subjects.
This limitation is overcome by the proposed algorithm with
SCL as these variations are explicitly encoded in the proposed loss function. Table 5 shows the comparison of the
mean inter-class distance of gallery image of each subject with probe images of other subjects using pre-trained
LCNN-9, CL, TL, and SCL. It is observed that training with
SCL increases the inter-class separation, which in turn results in the improved performance. Figure 5 shows some
samples misclassified by the CL based approach but they
are correctly classified by the proposed SCL based model.
Verification performance is also evaluated on the IF
database using CL, TL, and SCL. For this purpose, 50 genuine and 50 imposter pairs are generated. It is observed
that the proposed SCL performs better than CL and TL for
the task of verification. For instance, at 0.1 False Accept
Rate (FAR), the Genuine Accept Rate (GAR) is 74.00%,
76.00%, and 78.00% corresponding to CL, TL, and SCL.
Figure 6 shows the genuine and imposter score distribution using pre-trained LightCNN-9 and SCL, respectively.
It is observed that the proposed SCL reduces the overlap
between the two distributions, which in turn results in the
improved performance.

5.3. Extended Gallery Experiment
The proposed algorithm with SCL is also evaluated for
extended gallery experiment. In face recognition, extended
gallery experiment is performed to emulate the real-world
scenario of matching the probe images with a large gallery
[14]. Therefore, an additional 100 subjects with a single
image per subject from the SCface dataset are added to the
gallery of the testing set to evaluate the performance of the
proposed SCL. The SCface dataset contains 4160 static images of 130 subjects in the visible and infrared spectrum.

Figure 6. Genuine and imposter score distributions using pretrained LCNN-9 and proposed SCL.
Table 6. Results of the extended gallery experiment. ‘With EG’
stands for with extended gallery experiment and ‘Without EG’
stands for without extended gallery experiment.
Rank 1
Rank 5
Rank 10
With EG
36.13 ± 3.8 65.91 ± 6.0 76.62 ± 4.5
Without EG 36.70 ± 3.6 65.91 ± 6.0
82.4 ± 6.5

For the experimental purpose, images of the visible spectrum are used. The model trained on the training set of
the IF database is used for evaluation. Table 6 shows the
comparison of the classification accuracy obtained with and
without an extended gallery. It is observed that the proposed algorithm with SCL performs equally well in extended gallery experiment.

6. Conclusion
Facial injuries are common in road accidents, violence,
and sports. Facial injuries change the physical structure of
the face and damage soft tissues. Several cases of unidentified bodies with facial injuries and unconscious victims
of road accidents require timely identification. Therefore,
in this research, the problem of injured face recognition is
studied. For this purpose, a novel Subclass Contrastive Loss
(SCL) is proposed for recognition of injured faces. Additionally, first of its kind Injured Face (IF) database is created
and baseline performance of existing deep face recognition
models is evaluated on the IF database. Multiple experiments showcase the efficacy of the proposed SCL algorithm
for injured face recognition.
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